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How to Manifest With New Moon and Full Moon
Rituals

The moon has a powerful effect on our emotions, and there are practical things you can do to flow 
with the lunar rhythms, rather than against them. If you tune into what is happening at the new and 
full moon and make time for a healing process, these times of the year can become deeply catalytic 
of your own growth.

Using the New Moon and Full Moon in tandem is one of my favorite ways to manifest. 

The New Moon is all about new beginnings and asking for what you want. 
The Full Moon is all about completion — cleansing, releasing, and removing what no longer works 
for you. You can use these opposites for ritualistic purposes and ceremony. 

Simply ask for something to manifest during a New Moon and then release your intentions — 
thereby doing away with what is blocking you from what you want to manifest during the Full 
Moon.

How Does the New Moon Affect Us?
Tap into the cosmic energy of the Universe and enjoy the benefits of a cleansing ritual at this time. 
It only stands to reason that manifesting during a New Moon would have a strong impact. This 
phase brings the energy of new beginnings and creativity. It is a gift from the Universe given to us 
to assist in bringing in new opportunities. If you pay attention, you will find that your creative 
abilities are heightened and new opportunities come knocking at your door. Starting a new 
adventure is always best during this phase of the cycle.

How Does the Full Moon Affect Us?
The Full Moon represents a cycle of completion and allows us to release and let go of energy. It 
gives us the gift of removing what no longer serves us and allows us to complete our intentions so 
that we can move onto something new. Releasing and letting go during the Full Moon will give you
a freeing energy. What a relief it is to send your intention to the Universe completed and free of any
blocks. It is important that you believe that your intention is in motion and the Universe is working 
in your best interest.

A Guide to Performing Moon Rituals
This guide provides step-by-step instructions for how to bring goodness into your life with ritual 
moon-phase ceremonies. From release prayers to wishes, affirmations and intention setting, here’s 
what you’ll need to know:
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1. How to Cleanse Your Ritual Space
2. How to Take a Cleansing Bath
3. How to Write Down Your Intentions
4. How to Perform a New Moon Ritual
5. How to Perform a Full Moon Ritual

A Note About Intention
As with any ritual work, use your spiritual tools for the good of others and yourself. It is our 
responsibility not to interfere with anyone’s gift of free will. With this guide, you can manifest 
blessings and gratitude, activate high vibrational energy, call upon angels, and welcome healing 
energy and inspiration into your life and those around you.

1. How to Cleanse Your Ritual Space
You can do your ritual work outside or inside. Simply start by getting your space ready. I feel that it
is important to start any ritual work with a good space or house cleansing. This practice clears out 
your space of any negative energy and opens it up for what you are asking to come in. With 
everything that you do to get your space prepared, do it with the intention of what you are going to 
manifest.

Be aware that cleansing for a New Moon is slightly different from cleansing for a Full Moon. 
Although you should cleanse every room with both moons, there is really only one big difference:

• New Moon: For a New Moon, cleanse the front door or the door that you come in and 
out of the most. Do this with the intention of new beginnings and inviting in what you 
are wanting to manifest.

• Full Moon: During the Full Moon, do the opposite. Cleanse the back door with the 
intention of completion and releasing what is blocking you from manifesting.

Spiritual Tools

Cleansing can be done with smudge sticks such as sage, reiki symbols, visualizations and thoughts, 
herbs, ritual candles and flame, crystals (for lightworkers), charged water, salt, and many other 
spiritual tools depending on your practice.

2. How to Take a Cleansing Bath
There are great benefits to taking a cleansing bath before a new moon ritual and after a full moon 
ritual. Here are some tips to help you proceed and decide what you need:

• Use a handful or two of salt (not table salt); sea salt or even Epsom salt are recommended. 
Toss it into a tub of warm water.
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• Add in some lavender salts or drops.
• Light some soothing scented candles or incense.
• Play some music if you want or have total silence.
• Add whatever it is that relaxes and centers you. Focus on your breath.
• Take time to meditate, focus your mind, invoke the goddess or spirit, and connect with the 

divine.

Before a New Moon

Take a cleansing bath an hour before you do your ritual as it will help you to relax and clear your 
mind of limiting beliefs. It will open you up to new beginnings and what you are manifesting on.

After a Full Moon

Take a cleansing bath after you do your ritual to release what you just requested to the Universe. 
This practice will cleanse you of energetic blockages, negative energy, and that which no longer 
serves. When you let the water out, imagine that what is no longer useful is going down the drain; 
consider performing this alongside a release prayer.

3. How to Write Down Your Intentions
I recommend that you have a notebook or piece of paper and pen present as you get ready to set 
your intention(s)/affirmation(s) before you begin your moon n ceremony. When you’re ready, 
follow the steps listed below.

Set an Intention

A few days before the moon cycle, think about what it is that you want to manifest or release. You 
most certainly can work on more than one thing, but I feel that it is best to limit it to just one 
intention.

Believe in Your Request or Intention

It is important that you believe in your intentions — what you are releasing or what you are 
requesting. Do you feel that you deserve it? Do you believe that it is within your grasp? If you do 
not believe that what you are trying to manifest is possible, then it isn’t.

Use Visualizations

Once you know what it is that you are really wanting to manifest, write it down. Create a whole 
story around it: What it would look like to have what it is that you are manifesting? Really invest 
some time doing this. Use your imagination and have fun with it. This act will help you start to 
visualize what your intentions are and bring them into light.
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Journal

Use a special journal or notebook for your New Moon intentions. You will refer back to your 
intention daily and relive or maybe even add to the story that you created until the Full Moon. A 
powerful and cool thing to do in your growing season is to write out your intentions on seed paper. 
You can get seed paper for several different types of flowers. Then, plant it during the Full Moon 
and watch your intentions grow.

4. How to Perform a Simple New Moon Ritual
When performing this ritual, show the Universe that you are willing to do your part. We have a 
responsibility to help the wheels start to move, and you will get out of it what you put into it — this 
includes your thoughts and dialogue. Let’s begin.

Supplies

• journal (or paper) and pen
• New Moon prayer
• candle
• incense

Instructions

After gathering the tools listed above and upon performing the preliminary steps detailed earlier, 
you may begin your ritual.

1. Read your intention(s) out loud: Light your candle and incense and read your intention(s) 
out loud to the Universe. With each intention that you speak, end your sentence saying “this 
or more.” Request the assistance of the New Moon to help you bring what it is that you want
into your life.

2. Say a New Moon prayer: Say a prayer or chant to the New Moon. There are many formal 
prayers that you can choose from. I prefer to create my own, as when you write your own 
prayer you build strong, positive energy. Always end with a note of gratitude and 
thankfulness.

3. Use visualizations: When you are finished saying your prayer or chant, sit quietly for a few 
minutes and feel the New Moon working for you. Watch the smoke from the incense go up 
to the sky and visualize your intentions being sent up to New Moon. When you feel 
satisfied, blow out the candle and let the incense burn out to completion.

4. Revisit your intentions: Place your intention story somewhere that you will see it first 
thing in the morning like on your nightstand or even under your pillow to sleep on. Read 
your story every day, feeling that your intention is coming your way.
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5. Take action: Every intention requires action. If you are looking to bring a new love into 
your life, then sitting at home every night is not sending the right message to the Universe. 
If you are wanting to get a new job and never send out your resume, then all of the New 
Moon work that you have done has gone for naught.

6. Stay positive: Pay attention to your thoughts around your intentions and keep them positive.
Stay away from negative dialogue for the next couple of weeks before the Full Moon. Create
positive energy around yourself in order to allow positive things to come to you.

5. How to Perform a Simple Full Moon Ritual
This ritual should be done outside under the Full Moon. Cleanse your workspace prior to beginning 
with a sage stick, sandalwood incense, or a spiritual tool of your choice.

Supplies

• A safe burning vessel
• Matches or lighter
• A candle
• Your intention story
• Paper and pen

Instructions

After gathering the tools listed above and upon performing the preliminary steps detailed earlier, 
you may begin your ritual.

1. Read your intention out loud: Read your intention out loud to the Full Moon, ending with 
“and so it is done.” Read it with total trust that it is coming your way. Believe that the 
wheels are in motion towards completion and for the good of your intention.

2. Say a Full Moon prayer: Say a ritual prayer or one that you created especially for this 
intention. Include a message of thankfulness and gratitude for the assistance of the Universe.

3. Light your intention on fire: Light your written intention on fire (please be safe) and put it 
in your burn vessel. As you watch the smoke go up to the sky, visualize your intentions 
manifested to completion. (If you want to journal your story in order to reflect back on it 
later, write your intention on a different piece of paper that you can burn.)
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Full Moon Ritual for Letting Go
The full moon is the perfect time to release what no longer serves you!

During this time you can add power to your intentions to release by completing a simple 
ceremony/ritual.

Completing a ritual creates the feeling that something special is happening, it gives magical 
intention to your wishes. It gets the power of the universe behind creating your deepest desires and 
a little extra help never went amiss…

Here’s an outline of one I like to do.

You will need:

• 2 bowls, one suitable to hold water, one suitable to burn paper in
• 1 candle
• A paper and pen

Step 1. Clear Your Energy

Imagine standing under a silver waterfall and allow all negative energies to be washed away.

Step 2. Create a Sacred Space 

Find a quiet place to sit, declutter and clean, you might like to place crystals or other special items 
around you, or cleanse the room with some incense. Or you could do this ritual outside, directly 
under the light of the full moon.

Step 3. Set Your Space

Light a candle – I have 2" candles for this purpose,
Fill a small bowl with water, and have another bowl suitable to burn a piece of paper in.
Place both bowls in front of you.

Step 4. Centre & Ground Yourself

Take a few deep breaths, centre yourself. Make sure that you are grounded.

You can use my grounding meditation for that purpose.
https://www.hspcoachbarbera.com/meditations
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Step 5. Release

Write on the piece of paper all that you wish to release from your life, what limiting beliefs do you 
want to be free from, what no longer serves you or what you want to let go of?

When you have finished your list, sign and date the page.

Breathe deep into your heart and declare “I now let this go. And it is so.”

Step 6. Let go

Place a corner of the piece of paper over the candle allowing the flame to light your page – place the
page into the empty bowl as it burns, watching the flames consume what you are releasing, the 
smoke taking your intention to the Universe.

**if your piece of paper struggles to light or burn, consider if you are really ready to let this go! 
Only when you are willing to let go will the page burn – the faster the flames, the more willing you 
are to let it go…

Step 7. Cleanse

Then place your hands in the bowl of water. Signifying cleansing of the old and opening to the new.
Remove your hands from the water and take a deep breath.

Step 8. Assimilate

Sit in silence for a while and see if any inspiration comes. You may even want to journal around 
your thoughts.

Let your candle burn itself out.
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New Moon Ritual for Intention Setting
The New Moon Is The Perfect Time To Rest and tap into your intuition

During this time you can add power to your intentions to create and bring forth your vision by 
completing a simple ceremony/ritual.

Completing a ritual creates the feeling that something special is happening, it gives magical 
intention to your wishes. It gets the power of the universe behind creating your deepest desires and 
a little extra help never went amiss…

Here’s an outline of one I like to do.

You will need:

• 1 bowl, one suitable to hold water
• A little sea or mineral salt
• 1 bowl, suitable to burn paper in (optional)
• Sage for smudging, or suitable cleansing incense
• A crystal of your choice
• 1 candle
• A paper and pen

Step 1. Clear Your Energy

Imagine standing under a silver waterfall and allow all negative energies to be washed away.

Step 2. Create a Sacred Space

Find a quiet place to sit, declutter and clean, you might like to place crystals or other special items 
around you, or cleanse the room with some incense.

Step 3. Become Present

Become fully present in your body.
Become aware of every part of your body.
Bring awareness to your breathing.

Step 4. Connect to the Elements

Earth: Hold your chosen crystal
Fire: Light your candle – I have 2″ candles for this purpose
Air: Light your sage leaves or your incense
Water: Fill a small bowl with water and add some sea salt to it to represent the oceans
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Step 5. State Your Desires

Write down your wishes and desires on a piece of paper.

When you have written them all down, pass the paper through the smudge or incense smoke to clear
away any unseen blockages or obstacles. Continue to do this until the energy around your desires 
feel lighter.

Step 6. Release Your Desires to the Universe

State your wishes and desires out loud for the universe to hear. Feel your desires in your body.
Breathe deep into your heart and declare “I am ready to receive. And it is so.”

Step 7. Let Go

Next you can either burn your desires, bury them in the ground or sleep with them under your 
pillow – do whichever feel right for you.

Step 8. Assimilate

Sit in silence for a while and see if any inspiration comes. You may even want to journal around 
your thoughts.

Let your candle burn itself out.
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Chrystals & the Moon-phases
As we move through the ebb and flow of the moon cycle, you go on your very own monthly Hero's 
Journey.

We’ve been following this journey, and aligning ourselves with the moon energies, so that we can 
support and super-charge our manifestation intentions.

As we move through each stage of the Journey, we can use the mineral kingdom to ease the 
transitions, and enhance the energy available to us.

Here are the crystals that I’ve chosen for each stage of the Journey.

The New Moon

The Call to Adventure: During The New Moon Phase Of The Moon Cycle You Are Being Called 
Inward. Your Potential To Tap Into Your Intuition Is At A Peak.

Something inside you is stirring, beginning to awaken. You feel ready to leave all that you know 
behind you, as you begin your adventure into the unknown.

It may not make rational sense, but the feeling is so strong you have to take action.
You’ve been dreaming about this day for a long time.

Crystal Ally

Selenite

Selenite is a protective stone and is excellent for energy cleansing, space
clearing and removing any stagnant, negative energy.

It can clear energetics blocks that have been holding you back.
Using this stone can bring clarity, and you learn to trust your inner
guidance and the messages you receive.

These properties are perfect during this moon phase as you begin to
connect with The Call and dream about all of the possibilities that lie
ahead.

The Waxing Crescent Moon

Crossing The Threshold: During The Waxing Crescent Moon Phase Of The Moon Cycle Your 
Powers For Manifesting Are Increasing

Your dreams and desires are clear, now it’s time to leave the comfort of home and take your first 
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steps on your new adventure.

Although you may be nervous, you are more excited about the possibilities that lie ahead.
You are ready to break free of the limitations of the past and create a new life on your own terms.

Crystal Ally

Rose Quartz

Rose Quartz promotes love, passion and harmony, and opens your heart.
It helps things to blossom and will have a positive influence as you start
following your dreams.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as it supports you
to have confidence in following your dreams as you Cross The
Threshold to begin to manifest your intention.

The First Quarter Moon

Challenges: During The First Quarter Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To Take Action

During this stage of the journey you may face obstacles, many from yourself; your internal chatter 
and limiting beliefs.

You may begin to doubt yourself, or think that things aren’t possible for you.
It’s during this stage that other people may try to discourage you. It’s up to you how much of their 
advice you take.

Now is the time to face these challenges. Accept them as part of the journey and use them as a way 
to ensure that you are moving in the direction that you choose.

Crystal Ally

Carnelian

Carnelian promotes motivation, endurance, leadership and courage.
It encourages you to take action in your life and gives you the endurance
to overcome difficulties.

As a bonus, carnelian is said to attract prosperity, new resources and
good luck.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as it supports you to initiate change and 
have the courage to face oncoming challenges, as well as attracting additional resources to 
support your journey.
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The Waxing Gibbous Moon

The Abyss: During The Waxing Gibbous Crescent Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To
Make Changes And Get Ready To Receive

During this stage of the journey you may feel that you are between places.
No longer at home, but not yet where you want to be.

You may feel unsure of what you’re doing, but you are aware that change is starting.
Now is the time to call on extra support, be on the look out for signs and ‘coincidences’ from the 
universe.

Crystal Ally

Citrine

Citrine promotes prosperity, abundance, creativity and good fortune.
It can dissolve any negative patterns that you have around your ability to
receive prosperity.

It promotes generosity and success.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as it supports you
to draw your intentions closer to you and encourages you to keep
moving forward, even if you have doubts.

The Full Moon

The Significant Challenge: During The Full Moon Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To Work 
Hard, Play Hard And Celebrate

During this stage you are about to face a major hurdle or obstacle, it may push you more than you 
thought possible.

Part of you will die, maybe you will release an old belief about yourself.

You overcome this obstacle and you will never be the same again.

You have a greater belief in yourself, more confidence in your intuition and your abilities.

It’s time to celebrate your achievements.
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Crystal Ally

Clear Quartz

Clear Quartz promotes your ability to align yourself with what you truly
desire, and it amplifies your ability to receive.

It enhances your intuition and brings you a deep sense of connection to
something bigger than yourself.

It brings you greater clarity and insight and communication becomes
easier.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as it supports you to trust your intuition and 
inner wisdom as you face the challenges. It also amplifies your successes.

The Waning Gibbous Moon

The Reward: During The Waning Gibbous Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To
Enjoy The Rewards Of Your Efforts

You can now enjoy the rewards of your efforts.

You have overcome obstacles and challenges and have learnt more about yourself, and grown as a 
result.

You have achieved what you set out to gain, it’s now time to give thanks and acknowledge all that 
you have accomplished.

Crystal Ally

Smoky Quartz

Smoky Quartz promotes clarity, whilst centering and grounding you.

It enhances your ability to let go of old patterns and belief systems that
are holding you back from achieving your full potential.

It grounds your dreams and desires into reality so that you can enjoy
them.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as by removing the old patterns of behavior, 
you make the space to receive the new, and enjoy your achievements.
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The Last Quarter Moon

The Road Back: During The Last Quarter Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To Evaluate Your 
Efforts And Release What No Longer Works For You

You achieved what you set out to achieve, it’s now time to begin your journey back home.
Home to your ordinary world.

Although the ordinary world remains unchanged, you return to it knowing that you have changed 
and may wonder how you will fit back in.

There may be more challenges to face as you re-integrate your new knowledge, with what you 
knew before.

Crystal Ally

Aquamarine

Aquamarine promotes clear communication, reduces stress and promotes
positive changes in your life.

It supports you to release emotions such as anger, old wounds and
outdated emotional patterns.

It helps you to think clearly, bringing clarity of thought and
communication.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as by being able to see your situation with 
clarity, you can identify and release what no longer works for you, it will also help to alleviate 
any concerns you have as you start your journey back home.

The Waning Crescent Moon

Return With The Elixir: During The Waning Crescent Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To Rest,
Nurture Yourself And Turn Inwards

You take time to rest and integrate all of the new knowledge and wisdom that you have 
accumulated on your journey.

You accept your transformation; the new views that you now have of the world, and adjust to your 
new place in it.

You know that it’s time, and that you’re ready, to share your lessons and wisdom with others who 
are ready to hear them.

You continue to share this knowledge, until once again, you are called on your next adventure, 
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where you begin the cycle once more.

Crystal Ally

Bloodstone

Bloodstone promotes personal power, courage and confidence.
It supports you to summon your courage and strength, it enhances your
tenacity to resolve any issues or worries, so that you can become more
confident and secure in your beliefs about who you are.

It helps you take responsibility for all that you have created.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as by standing in
your own power with confidence, allows you to embrace the transformation that you have 
been through and value the wisdom and insight that you have gained.
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Essential Oils and The Moon Phases
As we Journey through the moon cycle, you follow the Journey of Growth, descent and re-birth.

We’ve been following this journey, and aligning ourselves with the moon energies, so that we can 
support, grow and refine our manifestation intentions.

As we move through each stage of the Journey, we can use essential oils to connect at a deeper level
with the energy available to us.

Here are the oils that I’ve chosen for each stage of the Journey they are best used in an oil burner or 
a diffuser. – PLEASE NOTE: I am not an aromatherapist and share this knowledge as my own 
experience.

The New Moon

The Seed – Dream

During The New Moon Phase Of The Moon Cycle You Are Being Called Inward.
Your Potential To Tap Into Your Intuition Is At A Peak.

Essential Oil Ally

Ginger

Ginger has warm, spicy, sweet aroma.

Because it’s a root it is grounding and centering.

Ginger is energizing and can provide the courage to to break
free of limitations, while enhancing optimism.

These properties are perfect during this moon phase as
you feel safe and centered as you begin to connect with
The Call and dream about all of the possibilities that lie
ahead, especially as this may include changing the
direction of your life, to walk a brighter path.

The Waxing Crescent Moon

Germinate – Focused Intention

During The Waxing Crescent Moon Phase Of The Moon Cycle Your Powers
For Manifesting Are Increasing
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Essential Oil Ally

Bergamot

Bergamot has a sweet, floral, citrus aroma.
It’s uplifting, relaxing and joyful.

Bergamot releases the need to be in complete control so that
you can flow with life, and place your trust in the universe
to support you.

It helps us to release the fear of the unknown and become
clear about our own dreams and intentions.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as it
supports you to have confidence and trust in yourself as
you begin to take action to manifest your intentions.

The First Quarter Moon

Establish Roots – Nurture

During The First Quarter Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To Take Action

Essential Oil Ally

Rosemary

Rosemary has a strong, fresh, woody-herbaceous aroma.
It’s uplifting, stimulating and keeps you focused.

Rosemary helps you to remember who you are and then
supports you to stay aligned to this truth and your purpose.

It helps to release any negativity and keeps you focused on
your own path.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as it
supports you to stray true to your dreams and
intentions, removing any self-doubt so that you can have the courage to face oncoming 
challenges.
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The Waxing Gibbous Moon

Bud – Growth

During The Waxing Gibbous Crescent Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To
Make Changes And Get Ready To Receive

Essential Oil Ally

Jasmine

Jasmine has a warm, sweet and intensely floral aroma.
It’s calming, centering and relaxing.

Jasmine eases stress and creates feelings of happiness and
balance whilst increasing hope, confidence and
connectedness.

Jasmine helps to release fears around intimacy and feelings
of unworthiness, allowing you to open up to receive all of
the good that it can attract to you.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as it
supports you to attract your intentions to you and enables you to receive it. It encourages you 
to keep moving forward, even if you have doubts or feel confused about your next step.

The Full Moon

Flower – Manifestation

During The Full Moon Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To Work Hard, Play Hard And 
Celebrate

Essential Oil Ally

Rose

Rose has a warm, deep-floral, slightly spicy aroma.
It promotes feelings of well-being, balance and opens your
heart.

Rose promotes emotional balance during times of
transition and change.

It can help us release fears associated with intimacy, trust
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and ownership, while integrating our male and female energies so that we can feel ‘whole’ and 
balanced, with an increased capacity to receive

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as it supports you during this time of change 
and removes the stress associated with any feelings of loss as as the rising energy in this moon 
cycle come to an end, and begins to descend.

The Waning Gibbous Moon

Harvest – Enjoyment

During The Waning Gibbous Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To Enjoy The Rewards Of Your 
Efforts

Essential Oil Ally

Cypress

Cypress has a sweet-balsamic, refreshing aroma.
It is grounding, cleansing and enhances confidence.

Cypress supports you to accept any changes that you need
to make, and helps you to identify the changes that are
beneficial for you.

Cypress enables you to clearly evaluate the choices you
need to make during times of transition.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as by having the courage to evaluate the old 
patterns of behavior that need to be released, you make the space to receive the new, and 
enjoy your achievements.

The Last Quarter Moon

Compost – Evaluate and Release

During The Last Quarter Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To Evaluate Your Efforts And 
Release What No Longer Works For You

Essential Oil Ally

Frankincense

Frankincense has a peppery, sweet woody aroma.
It is uplifting and centering and promotes stability.
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Frankincense helps you to overcome any fear and/or resistance to change. It also releases any 
feelings of insecurity.

It helps you to release any beliefs, or patterns such as feelings of unworthiness and insecurity, that 
prevent you from connecting to your truth, so that you can continue forward, allowing your 
inspiration and intuition to guide you.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as by being able to overcome change, it’s 
easier to let go of what no longer works for you. It will also help to integrate your learning 
and connect with your higher-self as you start your journey back home.

The Waning Crescent Moon

Into The Dark – Surrender

During The Waning Crescent Phase Of The Moon Cycle It’s Time To Rest, Nurture Yourself And 
Turn Inwards

Essential Oil Ally

White Sage

I like to smudge with the dried leaves, but sage is also
available as an essential oil.

Sage has a fresh, herbaceous aroma.
It cleanses, purifies and promotes wisdom.
It brings understanding to difficult circumstances and
connects us to Spirit.

Sage purifies and clears out-dated patterns of behavior,
particularly those where they are self-defeating.

It allows you to surrender to spirit, and integrate the wisdom
you have experienced.You feel supported and can change
the beliefs that no longer serve you.

Sage makes you feel safe and protected, so that you can allow the process to enfold.

These properties are perfect for this moon phase as by surrendering to the process, you can 
integrate the transformation that you have been through and value the wisdom and insight 
that you have gained.
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All these essential oils can be ordered through me and can be send directly to your home address. I 
can also set you up with your own account so that you can order them yourself with a discount. 
Interested? Send me an email: barbera@hspcoachbarbera.com

I have also created my own set of essential oil blends for highly sensitive, intuitive & empath 
people. You can find them here:

https://www.hspcoachbarbera.com/essential-oils
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These rituals, stones & essential oils are just suggestions and I encourage you to create or find your 
own. I think that it is more powerful when you add something personal to your rituals. If it makes 
you feel more empowered to add or skip something, then absolutely follow that feeling. Manifesting
work in all forms is all about energy vibrations. The more comfortable that you are when you are 
doing this work, the more of a benefit it will be to you. How you feel when you are doing a ritual is 
telling of how well it will work.

Know that magical spells can also be cast during waning and waxing moons — the choice is yours. 
If your particular inspiration comes from ritual dance, ritual tarot, energy work of the hands, the use
of symbolically sacred spiritual tools, candle ritual, and more, amplify your skills for manifestation 
and go for it. Follow your INTUITION.

May your intentions manifest for the greater good,

Love, 
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About Barbera

I'm a Dutchie traveling the world while helping others achieve greatness ❤

I'm on a mission to empower intuitive ambitious aliens (hsp, intuitives, empaths etc.) that have felt 
weird or strange or like they don't fit in to accept & embrace who they are so they can be their 
authentic self, find their unique voice and discover their soul's mission, so they can create that 
soulful profitable business that allows them to be financially free and finally live a fulfilled live 
while making a huge impact on the world and experiencing true freedom. 

I don't believe in one-size-fits-all and I don't believe you will achieve your dreams by hustling and 
working hard(er).   Instead I help you discover what makes you uniquely you and teach you how to 
use your natural born talents & gifts within your business to create that soulful, profitable business 
with ease, flow and alignment. 

My Tag line is "From Transfucked to Transformed' and I am living proof that you can leave behind 
a shitty life that is making you miserable and create a life for yourself that makes your heart sing. 
Interested? Then ask me how: https://www.hspcoachbarbera.com 

Could this possibly be you?

• You feel like there is more to life than what you are currently experiencing and you often 
wonder : "Is this really it? Is this all there is in life?" But at the same time you know, you 
feel deep down inside: "NO, there is more to life than this!" 

• You feel like you have a mission here on earth, but you also feel like you are not connected 
to it yet. 

• You feel like you have so much to offer this world, but you don't know how to turn it into a 
career or a profitable business. 

• You are sick and tired of feeling sick and tired and you are ready to take your life into your 
own hands to finally create a life for yourself that is fulfilling and rewarding. 

Or maybe: 

• You already are a soulful business owner, but are struggling to make it profitable and might 
even be on the verge of giving it up, feeling like this entrepreneurship thing is just not for 
you. 

• Despite being proud of what you offer you find the very thought of selling your services 
sleazy and salesy and you feel uncomfortable and anxious when faced with holding a sales 
conversation with a potential client.
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• You are afraid of putting yourself out there, making yourself visible and as a result you are 
either not attracting any clients at all or you are not attracting the right type of clients and 
they are few and far between. 

• You took a sales & marketing course, webinar or program and maybe even hired a coach, 
but these methods they taught you are not working for you. 

What do I do?

I help: 
– intuitive ambitious aliens,
– soulful seekers, 
– sensitive leaders, 
– highly sensitive, intuitive & empath entrepreneurs, 
– mission-driven soulpreneurs, 
– heart-centered solopreneurs 

with: 
– their personal development,
– their (high)sensitivity, 
– their soulful entrepreneurship, 
– getting clear on what is really important,
– being their authentic self, 
– finding their unique voice, 
– connecting to their soul's mission, 
– effortlessly attracting soul aligned clients,
– doing marketing and sales from the heart using their gifts,
– becoming financially free,
– having a rewarding, soulful, profitable business,
– living a fulfilling life 

by: -
– giving them the BOOST they need,
– helping them ACCEPT themselves and be PROUD of who they are,
– teaching them all about their talents, gift & capacities,
– helping them overcome limiting beliefs,
– concurring obstacles that are holding them back,
– giving them the energy, confidence, and courage they need,
– helping them take MASSIVE action,
– helping them have a HUGE IMPACT on the world,
– sharing with them PROVEN methods & strategies to get them to their dream life. 

If this resonates, let's book a call and let's get to know each other! https://bit.ly/2GBoqPk
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